III. CORREOS ELECTRÓNICOS ENVIADOS
White House Correspondence

Overview: This World-Wide Web form provides a graphical user interface for sending email to the White House. Please take a moment to answer the following questions. We require certain information in order to process your message; other fields are optional, as indicated, but will expedite handling and provide useful information about the customers of this service.

Note: This is an HTML form. You must have a browser that supports forms in order to use it. If you do not see text editing areas below, your browser does not support forms. In that case, send mail directly to president@whitehouse.gov instead.

Electronic Mail to the President

Personal Name: What is your name?
EDGARDO L. MUÑIZ RIVERA

Email Address: What is your electronic mail address?
muniz96@caribe.net

Organization: If you are writing on behalf of an organization, union, association, group, or country, what is your organization's full name and what is your relationship to it (e.g., position, member, citizen)? (optional)

Organization:

Relationship:

Please provide your mail address (required if you desire a response from the White House)

Street Address
HACIENDA LA MATILDE, PASEO MORELL CAMPOS C-10

City
PONCE

State/Province
PUERTO RICO

Zip or Postal Code
Purpose: What is your purpose or reason for writing this message? (optional)

Other

Topic: What is the general topic domain of your message? (optional)

Legislation

Affiliation: In what capacity are you writing to the White House? (optional)

Student - College or University

Subject: In your own words, what is the major subject of your message?

INTERNET REGULATIONS

Please write your message. (fewer than 10,000 characters)

I am a student of Graduate Program (master) of the Sacred Heart University of PR. (501-90-9070) Actually I am carry a investigation for obtain my master grade. The theme is "Internet Regulations". I am acquaintance that you is a person to combat and propose to regulate the Internet. My interest in genuine in this investigation and important for me, because many children that affected for the pornography and persons infamous in the Internet. I appreciate your help and the opinion about "Internet.

Send your Message  Start Over

Shortly after you send this message, you will receive an electronic acknowledgment of receipt from the White House. There will be no further electronic response. If appropriate, a reply will be sent to you via U.S. mail.
March 12, 1998

Hon. Bill Clinton, President
United States of America

Dear Mr. President

In our world, computers technology is part of our daily life, its part of us. One of the technologies that is been a vital instrument in our jobs and in education is the Internet.

I am Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera, a master degree student at the Sacred Heart University in Puerto Rico, actually I am writing my thesis to obtain a title in Information Systems.

To this effect, the theme of my investigation is "Regulations in the Internet", because I'm worry about how a lot of people are using the Internet in a negative way, placing pornographic images, form of making bombs and others. I am fact, in an statistic finding in my investigation, it reflects that of all images that exist in the Internet: 900,000 are pornographic(83.5%).

My purpose in writing you is to know your opinion respecting if the Internet should be regulate. Why yes or why not. Your answer is very important for my investigation.

Thanks for your cooperation.

God Bless you always!

Sincerely

Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera, Student

Prof. Pedro Fraile, Director
Graduate Program of
Information System
Tel.(787)728-1515 ext. 2222
(Thesis director)
Overview: This World-Wide Web form provides a graphical user interface for sending email to the White House. Please take a moment to answer the following questions. We require certain information in order to process your message; other fields are optional, as indicated, but will expedite handling and provide useful information about the customers of this service.

Note: This is an HTML form. You must have a browser that supports forms in order to use it. If you do not see text editing areas below, your browser does not support forms. In that case, send mail directly to first.lady@whitehouse.gov instead.

Electronic Mail to the First Lady

Personal Name: What is your name?
EDGARDO L. MUÑIZ RIVERA

Email Address: What is your electronic mail address?
muniz96@caribe.net

Organization: If you are writing on behalf of an organization, union, association, group, or country, what is your organization's full name and what is your relationship to it (e.g., position, member, citizen)? (optional)

Organization:

Relationship:

Please provide your mail address (required if you desire a response from the White House)

Street Address
HACIENDA LA MATILDE, PASEO MORELL CAMPOS C-10
City
PONCE, PR 00731
State/Province
Zip or Postal Code
Country

Purpose: What is your purpose or reason for writing this message? (optional)
Other

Topic: What is the general topic domain of your message? (optional)
Children's Issues

Affiliation: In what capacity are you writing to the White House? (optional)
Student - College or University

Subject: In your own words, what is the major subject of your message?
INTERNET REGULATIONS

Please write your message, (fewer than 10,000 characters)
February 20, 1998
Sra. Hillary Clinton
First Lady of the United States
Apreciate First Lady
My name is Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera, student of Graduate Program(Master) of the Sacred Heart University of Puerto Rico(501-90-9070). Actually I am carry a investigation for obtain my master grade. The theme is "Internet Regulation".

Send your Message | Start Over

Shortly after you send this message, you will receive an electronic acknowledgment of receipt from the White House. There will be no further electronic response. If appropriate, a reply will be sent to you via U.S. mail.
February 9, 1998

Dr. Terello Ward
Connecticut University

Estimate Dr. Ward

My name is Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera, student of Master in the Information System at Sacred University of Puerto Rico. In this moment I carry a investigation about "Internet Regulation", for obtain my grade master. I am that you have the acquaintance and combat the internet regulation. Please I need all information about that theme and your help and opinion is very important for my investigation. This is genuine and very important for me. "What is the view of Internet Regulation?"

I appreciate your help. Thanks.

Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera
Student

Pedro Fraile, Director
Graduate Program Information Systems
Sacred Heart University of Puerto Rico
Tel. 728-1515 extension 2222.
(Thesis Director)
February 9, 1998

Senator Patty Murray
United States Government

Dear Senator Murray

My name is Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera, student of Graduate Program (Master) of the Sacred Heart University of Puerto Rico (501-90-9070), actually I am carry a investigation for obtain my master grade. The theme is "Regulation Internet". I am a acquaintance that you is a person to combat and submit a legislation for Internet Regulation. My interest is genuine in this investigation and important for me.

I appreciate your help, about all information that you furnish. And "What is the view about Regulation Internet?"

Thanks for all information.

Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera
Student

Pedro Fraile, Director
Graduate Program System Information
Sacred Heart University of PR
Tel. 728-1515 extension 2222.
(Thesis Director)
February 13, 1998

Dear Senator

Thanks you for respond at my e-mail. I am very happy when read your e-mail in my computer. I contacte the homepage that you specified and that I have any questions for you, I contacting your office.

Thanks you again for respond my e-mail. Please all information that you have, to continuous that present my address for anything information that you furnish.

My address is: Hacienda La Matilde, Paseo Morell Campos C-10
Ponce, PR 00731

Sincerely

Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera
Student of Master of Information System
Sacred Heart University
Puerto Rico
February 17, 1998

Senator Ernest Hollings
United States Government

Appreciate Senator

My name is Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera, student of Graduate Program (Master) of the Sacred Heart University of Puerto Rico (501-90-9070). Actually I am carry a investigation for obtain my master grade. The theme is "Internet Regulation". I am acquaintance that you is a person to combat and submit a legislation for Internet Regulation.

My interest is genuine in this investigation and important for me, because many children that very affected for the pornography and persons infamous in the Internet.

I appreciate your help about all information that you furnish.

And "What is the view about Internet Regulation? (is very important for the investigation your answer, thanks).

My address mail is: Hacienda La Matilde
Paseo Morell Campos C-10
Ponce, PR 00731

Thanks for all information.

Sincerely

Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera
Student
muniz96@caribe.net

Pedro Fraile, Director
Graduate Program - System Information
Sacred Heart University of PR
Tel. 728-1515 extension 2222.
(Thesis Director)
Subject: INTERNET REGULATIONS  
Date: Tue, 17 Feb 1998 05:35:21 -0800  
From: "Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera" <muniz96@caribe.net>  
Reply-To: Hacienda, La, Matilde, Paseo, Morell, Campos, C-10, Ponce, PR, 00731  
To: Senator_McCain@mccain.senate.gov

February 17, 1998

Senator John McCain  
United State Government

Appreciable Senator

My name is Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera, student of Graduate Program (Master)  
of the Sacred Heart University of Puerto Rico (501-90-9070). Actually I  
am carry a investigation for obtain my master grade. The theme is  
"Internet Regulations". I am acquaintance that you is a person to  
combat and submit legislation for Internet Regulation.

My interest is genuine in this investigation and important for me,  
because many children that very affected for the pornography and persons  
infamous in the Internet.

I appreciate your help about all information that you furnish.

And "What is the view about Internet Regulation? (is very important for  
the investigation your answer, thanks)

My address mail is:  
Hacienda La Matilde  
Paseo Morell Campos C-10  
Ponce, PR 00731

Thanks for all information.

Sincerely

Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera  
Student  
muniz96@caribe.net

Pedro Fraile, Director  
Graduate Program-System Information  
Sacred Heart University of Puerto Rico  
Tel. 728-1515 extension 2222  
(Thesis Director)
Subject: Regulación de la Internet
Date: Thu, 19 Feb 1998 05:22:04 -0800
From: "Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera" <muniz96@caribe.net>
Reply-To: Hacienda, La, Matilde, Paseo, Morell, Campos, C-10, Ponce, PR, 00731
To: correo@intmail.cnn.com

19 de febrero de 1998

CNN
Estados Unidos

Queridos amigos

Siempre que accedo a la Red entro a su página para observar y leer sobre lo que está pasando en el mundo. Los felicito porque hacen un trabajo magistral por mantener al público al día en las noticias y sucesos.

Soy Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera, estudiante de Maestría de Sistemas de Información de la Universidad del Sagrado Corazón. Actualmente estoy escribiendo mi Tesis para completar el grado. El tema de la misma es "La Regulación en la Internet". A tales efectos recurro a ustedes para ver si me pueden enviar por correo postal o correo electrónico toda aquella información relacionada con el tema. Mi investigación es genuina y preocupante por la situación que está pasando referente a la pornografía en la Internet.

Les agradeceré toda la ayuda que me puedan brindar.

Mi dirección postal es: Hacienda La Matilde C-10
Ponce, PR 00731

Mi correo electrónico es: muniz96@caribe.net.

Atentamente

Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera
Estudiante

Pedro Fraile, Director
Programa Graduado
Tel. (787)728-1515 extensión 2222
(Director de Tesis)
Subject: INTERNET REGULATIONS
Date: Fri, 20 Feb 1998 05:33:35 -0800
From: "Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera" <muniz96@caribe.net>
Reply-To: Hacienda, La, Matilde, Paseo, Morell, Campos, C-10, Ponce, PR, 00731
To: lawya@leeds.ac.uk

February 20, 1998

Mr. Yaman Akdeniz, LL.B, MA
Ph.D. Researcher at the Centre
for Criminal Justice Studies
University of Leeds, UK

Appreciate Sr. Yaman

My name is Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera, student of Graduate Program (master) of the Sacred Heart University of Puerto Rico. Actually I am carry a investigation for obtain my master grade. The theme is "Internet Regulations". I am acquaintance that you is a person to combat to regulate the Internet.

My interest is genuine in this investigation and important for me, because many children that very affected for the pornography and persons infamous in the Internet.

I appreciate your help about all information that you furnish and I need the e-mail of the goverment of the UK, China, Singapur, that you have, please send me.

And "What is your opinion about Internet Regulation? (is very important for the investigation your answer, thanks)

Thanks for all information.

Sincerely

Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera
student
muniz96@caribe.net

Pedro Fraile, Director
Graduate Program-System Information
Sacred Heard University of Puerto Rico
(Thesis Director)
Subject: REGULACION DE LA INTERNET
Date: Tue, 10 Mar 1998 04:58:44 -0800
From: "Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera" <muniz96@caribe.net>
Reply-To: Hacienda, La, Matilde, Paseo, Morell, Campos, C-10, Ponce, PR, 00731
To: webmaster@govpr.org

10 de marzo de 1998

Hon. Pedro Roselló
Gobernador de Puerto Rico

Estimado Gobernador

La tecnología de las computadoras está formando parte de nuestro día a día y se ha convertido en una herramienta vital de trabajo y estudio. Lo felicito por la idea de implantar computadoras en las escuelas de nuestro país, donde están los futuros profesionales y gobernantes que guiarán a Puerto Rico.

Soy Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera, estudiante de Maestría de la Universidad del Sagrado Corazón. Actualmente estoy llevando a cabo mi Tesis para obtener el grado en Sistemas de Información, a tales efectos el título del trabajo de investigación que estoy realizando es "Regulación de la Internet". La Internet es un área muy abarcadora y potente al igual que una gran herramienta en donde todo el mundo la está utilizando.

Lamentablemente hay personas que están dañando la imagen de la misma, colocando fotos pornográficas, el cómo fabricar bombas, entre otros. Mi preocupación mayor es por la pornografía infantil que existe en la misma, una estadística recopilada de mi investigación(CDA, 1997) encontré que de todas las imágenes que existen en la Internet 900,000 son pornográficas(83.5%), número alarmante, verdad.

A tales efectos el motivo de escribirle este correo es ver si usted me puede expresar su opinión sobre: ¿Se debe regular la Internet?
Su opinión es importante para mi investigación. Muchas gracias.

¡Que Dios lo bendiga!

Atentamente

Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera
Estudiante

Pedro Fraile, Director
Programa Graduado Sistemas de Información
Universidad del Sagrado Corazón
Tel. 728-1515 ext 2222
(Director de Tesis)
Subject: Re: REGULACION DE LA INTERNET
Date: Tue, 10 Mar 1998 05:12:14 -0800
From: "Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera" <muniz96@caribe.net>
Reply-To: Hacienda, La, Matilde, Paseo, Morell, Campos, C-10, Ponce, PR, 00731
To: webmaster@govpr.org

Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera wrote:
>
> Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera wrote:
> >
> > 10 de marzo de 1998
> >
> > Sra. Maga Roselló
> > Primera Dama de Puerto Rico
> >
> > Estimada Primera Dama
> >
> > La tecnología de las computadoras está formando parte de nuestro diario
> > vivir y se ha convertido en una herramienta vital de trabajo y estudio.
> > He escuchado en innumerables ocasiones que los derechos de los niños,
> >
> > Soy Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera, estudiante de Maestría de la Universidad
> > del Sagrado Corazón. Actualmente estoy llevando a cabo mi Tesis para
> > obtener el grado en Sistemas de Información, a tales efectos el título
> > del trabajo de investigación que estoy realizando es "Regulación de la
> > Internet". La Internet es un área muy abarcadora y potente al igual que
> > una gran herramienta en donde todo el mundo la está utilizando.
> >
> > Lamentablemente hay personas que están dañando la imagen de la misma,
> > colocando fotos pornográficas, el cómo fabricar bombas, entre otros. Mi
> > preocupación mayor es por la pornografía infantil que existe en la
> > misma, una estadística recopilada de mi investigación (CDA, 1997)
> > encontré que de todas las imágenes que existen en la Internet 900,000
> > son pornográficas (83.5%), número alarmante, verdad.
> >
> > A tales efectos el motivo de escribirle este correo es ver si usted me
> > puede expresar su opinión sobre: ¿Se debe regular la Internet?
> > Su opinión es importante para mi investigación. Muchas gracias.
> >
> > ¡Que Dios la bendiga!
> >
> > Atentamente
>
> Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera
> Estudiante
>
> Pedro Fraile, Director
> Programa Graduado Sistemas de
> Información
> Universidad del Sagrado Corazón
> Tel. 728-1515 ext 2222
> (Director de Tesis)
Subject: Re: REGULATIONS AND CHILD PORNOGRAPHY IN THE INTERNET
Date: Thu, 16 Apr 1998 17:13:01 -0700
From: "Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera" <muniz96@caribe.net>
Reply-To: Hacienda, La, Matilde, Pasco, Morell, Campos, C-10, Ponce, PR, 00731
To: vice_president@whitehouse.gov

Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera wrote:
>
> Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera wrote:
> >
> > Al Gore, Vicepresident
> United States of America
> >
> > Appreciate Vicepresident
> >
> > My name is Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera, student of Graduate Program(master)
> > of the Sacred Heart University of Puerto Rico. Actually I am carry a
> > investigation for obtain my master grade. The theme is "Regulations and
> > Child Pornograpahy in the Internet". My interest is genuine in this
> > investigation and important for me.
> >
> > I need your help, view the following page:
> > http://www.boricuaonline.com/muniz96.htm
> >
> > Thanks for your cooperation.
> >
> > Sincerely
> >
> > Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera
> > Student
> >
> > Pedro Fraile, Director
> > Graduate Program-System Information
> > Sacred Heart Univesity of Puerto Rico
> > Tel. (787)728-1515 ext. 2222.
Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera wrote:
>
>Senator John McCain
>United States Government
>
>Appreciate Senator
>
>My name is Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera, student of Graduate Program (master) of the Sacred Heart University of Puerto Rico. Actually I am carry a investigation for obtain my master grade. The theme is "Regulations and Child Pornography in the Internet". My interest is genuine in this investigation and important for me.
>
>I need your help, view the following page:
>http://www.boricuaonline.com/muniz96.htm
>
>Thanks for your cooperation.
>
>Sincerely
>
>Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera
>Student
>
>Pedro Fraile, Director
>Graduate Program-System Information
>Sacred Heart University of Puerto Rico
>Tel. (787) 728-1515 ext. 2222.
Subject: REGULATIONS AND CHILD PORNOGRAPHY IN THE INTERNET  
Date: Thu, 16 Apr 1998 17:05:21 -0700  
From: "Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera" <muniz96@caribe.net>  
Reply-To: Hacienda, La, Matilde, Paseo, Morell, Campos, C-10, Ponce, PR, 00731  
To: lawya@leeds.ac.uk

Mr. Yaman Akdeniz, LL.B, MA  
Ph.D. Researcher at the Centre  
for criminal Justice Studies  
University of Leeds, UK

 Appreciate Sr. Yaman

My name is Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera, student of Graduate Program (master)  
of the Sacred Heart University of Puerto Rico. Actually I am carry a  
investigation for obtain my master grade. The theme is "Regulations and  
Child Pornography in the Internet". My interest is genuine in this  
investigation and important for me.

I need your help, view the following page:  
http://www.boricuahome.com/muniz96.htm

Thanks for your cooperation.

Sincerely

Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera  
Student

Pedro Fraile, Director  
Graduate Program-System Information  
Sacred Heart University of Puerto Rico  
Tel. (787) 728-1515 ext. 2222.
Subject: Regulaciones y la Pornografía Infantil en el Internet
Date: Thu, 16 Apr 1998 17:52:11 -0700
From: "Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera" <muniz96@caribe.net>
Reply-To: Hacienda, La, Matilde, Paseo, Morell, Campos, C-10, Ponce, PR, 00731
To: a_garin@uscac1.usc.edu

Sra. Maria de los A. Morales, Directora
Biblioteca USC

Estimada señora Morales

Soy Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera, estudiante de Maestría de Sistemas de Información de dicha universidad, actualmente estoy llevando a cabo mi tesis y el tema de la misma es: "Regulaciones y la Pornografía Infantil en el Internet".

Me gustaría saber su opinión sobre "Si se debe regular la Internet, sí o no, por qué". Al igual que viera la siguiente página: http://www.boricuaonline.com/muniz96.htm.

Agradeceré toda la ayuda que me pueda brindar.

Atentamente

Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera
90-9070

Prof. Pedro Fraile
Director Tesis
Ext. 2222
Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera wrote:

> > > >
> >
> > > > > Hon. Pedro Roselló
> > > > Puerto Rico Governor
> >
> > > > > Appreciate Governor
> > > >
> > > > My name is Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera, student of Graduate Program (master)
> > > > of the Sacred Heart University of Puerto Rico. Actually I am carry a
> > > > investigation for obtain my master grade. The theme is "Regulations and
> > > > Child Pornography in the Internet". My interest is genuine in this
> > > > investigation and important for me.
> > > >
> > > > I need your help, view the following page:
> > > > http://www.boricuaonline.com/muniz96.htm
> > > >
> > > > Thanks for your cooperation.
> > > >
> > > > Sincerely
> > > >
> > > > Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera
> > > > Student
> > > >
> > > > Pedro Fraile, Director
> > > > Graduate Program - System Information
> > > > Sacred Heart University of Puerto Rico
> > > > Tel. (787) 728-1515 ext. 2222.
Subject: Re: REGULATIONS AND CHILD PORNOGRAPHY IN THE INTERNET
Date: Thu, 16 Apr 1998 17:17:57 -0700
From: "Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera" <muniz96@caribe.net>
Reply-To: Hacienda, La, Matilde, Paseo, Morell, Campos, C-10, Ponce, PR, 00731
To: senator_murray@murray.senate.gov

Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera wrote:

> Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera wrote:
> >
> > Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera wrote:
> > >
> > > Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Senator Patty Murray
> > > > > United States Government
> > > > >
> > > > > > Appreciate Senator
> > > > > >
> > > > > > My name is Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera, student of Graduate Program(master)
> > > > > > of the Sacred Heart University of Puerto Rico. Actually I am carry a
> > > > > > investigation for obtain my master grade. The theme is "Regulations and
> > > > > > Child Pornography in the Internet". My interest is genuine in this
> > > > > > investigation and important for me.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I need your help, view the following page:
> > > > > > http://www.boricuaonline.com/muniz96.htm
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Thanks for your cooperation.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Sincerely
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Edgardo L. Muñiz Rivera
> > > > > > Student
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Pedro Fraile, Director
> > > > > > Graduate Program-System Information
> > > > > > Sacred Heart University of Puerto Rico
> > > > > > Tel. (787)728-1515 ext. 2222.